CELEBRATE THE SEASON WITH ROMANTIC SKYLINES NATIONWIDE

December Romance,
You Say?
WORDS BY RHIANNON MAY AND D. CHASE K ANG

O

ne thing that may strike the newcomer to
Korea is the society’s penchant for all things
couple-oriented. From couple accessories to
matching hair dye, clothes and shoes, couple
seats in movie theaters, and couple menu sets, the cultural
obsession with couple-hood is unavoidable. So it comes
as no surprise that the country is a haven of romance, with
an abundance of perfect date locations (or “date courses”
in Konglish) nationwide. Korea is also home to perhaps the
highest number of couple-geared holidays in the world,
with everything from White Day to Rose Day, Yellow Day,
Kiss Day, Peppero Day, and your 100 (and 200, and 300)
day anniversaries. And, of course, there is also Christmas.
December marks the season of romance in Korea for
the simple reason that it is the month of Christmas Eve—a
holiday that is not known here for family gatherings, but
rather for expensive dates and extravagant proposals.
An import from the West, the mythos of Christmas on
the peninsula has been adapted to resemble something
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almost like Valentine’s Day in North America, with all of
the trendiest Western restaurants booked full on the Eve
of Christmas. For most Koreans, Christmas Day itself is a
day for sitting around and hanging out with the family,
with customs akin to any old Sunday.
For some expats, this version of Christmas may seem
a bit shallow and meaningless. However, if you can make
the mental paradigm shift from the familiar seasonal
memories of fresh cut pine trees, carolers and eggnog
around the family table to the bright lights and sights of
Christmas in Korea, you might just discover the romantic
preconditions for some genuine Christmas cheer.
This month we encourage you to take your loved
one and embrace the local Christmas with a visit to the
nation’s most romantic winter date spots: viewpoints for
the flickering lights of night time cityscapes nationwide.
Already bright city skylines reach a new level of beauty
with December’s clear air and seasonal adornments, so
there’s no better time than now to take it all in.

Shots courtesy of each location

10 of the Nation’s Best Romantic Night Views
WORDS BY RA JNESH SHARMA

HWANGNYEONGSAN MOUNTAIN, BUSAN
Aside from being a top viewing site during the annual Busan International Fireworks
Festival, Hwangnyeongsan Mountain attracts heaps of young couples every night from
the nearby Kyungsung University campus. A scenic ten-minute drive up the second
highest mountain in the Geumryeon range leaves you at the foot of the newly renovated
Bongsudae Observatory, where you can ascend to the peak by a wooden stairway.
From a towering height of 427.6 m, the sight of Busan’s downtown district, beaches,
and harbor area is simply breathtaking. Add to the sentiment by taking a leisurely stroll
amidst the flower gardens and parks nearby. G E T T I N G T H E R E Take Busan Subway Line 2 to
Geumryeonsan Station. Bongsudae Peak is a 20 to 30 minute hike or 10 minute drive up.

N SEOUL TOWER
Leave the hubbub of the city below
by riding a cable car up Mt. Namsan to
Seoul’s most famous viewpoint, N Seoul
Tower. Located at the heart of the city, at
an altitude of 479 m, the tower provides
a spectacular panoramic view of Seoul.
When you arrive at the base of the tower,
affix a padlock symbolizing your love on
one of the many Christmas trees as you
overlook the sights from the roof terrace.
A quick elevator ride to the tower’s top
floor unveils a revolving restaurant filled
with red lamp shades and soft crescent
loveseats facing the windows, providing
an intimate dining experience with
magnificent night views. Alternatively,
lounge around the lower-level Sky Cafe
while lightly snacking and chatting the
night away high above the dazzling city
lights. G E T T I N G T H E R E Take Bus 2 or 5 from
Chungmuro Station, Exit 2, or Bus 3 from
Itaewon Station, Exit 4.

TOP CLOUD, SEOUL
Known as a popular proposal spot, the upscale Top Cloud fine dining restaurant located
on the 33rd floor of Jongo Tower conjures all the essential ingredients for the perfect
romantic recipe, from the stylish decor and furnishings to the appealing menu choices.
Beyond the large glass windows that reflect the glow from candle-lit tables lies the heart
of downtown Seoul. Sip some wine or savor in a scrumptious rib-eye steak while soaking
up the marvelous sights of the Jongo district and beyond. Afterwards, relax at the bar to
the sound of live jazz music. This fancy Western restaurant may leave a dent in your wallet,
but sharing a heavenly view and meal—and perhaps a very special “I do”—is a priceless
experience. S C H E D U L E Live music: 7:30 - 11:20 pm (except Mondays).
P R I C I N G Dinner set menus W78,000 - W118,000; dinner buffet W41,000 between 6 pm and
8:30 pm. G E T T I N G T H E R E Jongno Tower is located outside Exit #3 of Jonggak Station (line 1).
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BUSAN’S NIGHT BUS TOUR
Hopping on the Busan City Tour Bus is a sensible yet scenic way to
explore this nocturnal port metropolis. The tour begins with the bus
lights off—a perfect chance to cuddle while the sights of Busan’s hidden
treasures reveal themselves out the windows. As the bus winds past
Haeundae and the main roads, it unravels bright clusters of restaurants,
lively street cafes, and lustrous shops. But the real gem is the trip past
the sparkling Gwangan Bridge, nicknamed the Diamond Bridge, with
its glorious night views of nearby Oryuko Island, Hwangnyeongsan
Mountain, Gwangalli Beach, and Dalmaji Hill. The 2.5 hour bus tour runs
daily except on Mondays. Buses depart in front of the Arirang Hotel at
Busan Station Square. P R I C E W5,000 - W10,000. www.citytourbusan.com

DOLSAN PARK , YEOSU
Situated in the southern part
of the Korean peninsula,
Dolsando Island’s Dolsan Park
provides an exquisite look at
Yeosu city, with a bird-eye’s
view of Yeosuhang Port, Marine
Park and Janggungo Island. The
bright, gleaming beams of the
lighthouse reveal the beauty
of the shoreline peppered with
cliffs, islets and peninsulas set
amongst a myriad of twinkling
stars, while the sound of the
ocean waves hitting the coast
mimics the feel of a beach. For
the best viewpoint, stroll to
the park’s famous tea-house
with its view of the marvelous
Dolsan Bridge. This colorfully
illuminated bridge spans 450
m, linking downtown Yeosu to
Dolsando Island.
GETTING THERE

Take Bus 100, 102, 109,
111 or 999 from across
the Yeosu Intercity Bus
Terminal to reach the
entrance of Dolsan Park.
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WANDO TOWER , JEOLLANAM-DO
Find a quieter type of cityscape in a journey to Wando
Island. Located on the southern tip of the South Jeolla
peninsula, this island’s 76 m tall observatory tower
overlooks the East China Sea and its scattered islets. Even
more attractive than the view from the top is the tower
itself, as it lights up at night for a riveting laser show over
the water. To appreciate the lovely 360-degree view
from the observatory, take a walk up the wooden steps
to the tower and bask in the sunset as it spreads out over
the billowing waves of the deep sea. The nearby Wando
harbor with its tiny restaurants and the bright colors of
the Sinji Bridge also offer both sights and diversions.
G E T T I N G T H E R E From Wando-eup Bus Terminal take a
short 10 minute taxi ride or do a 2 km hike to the tower.

HANGANG CRUISE , SEOUL
Relish in the beauty of Seoul’s skyline from the water by
cruising along the city’s main artery—the Han River. A
one-hour boat ride between Jamsil and Yeouido meanders
along the peaceful river with scenic views of major
landmarks like N Seoul Tower, 63 Building, Jamsil Sports
Complex and Olympic Stadium, as well as popular districts
Apgujeong and Yongsan. For a different experience, take a
coat and venture to the top deck to admire the radiant Han
River bridges and listen to the soothing waves. There are
several different round-trip tour packages departing from the Yeouido, Jamsil, and Ttukseom docks
ranging from W11,000 to W60,000. Tours with live music performances, magic shows or set dining are
available. Inquiries about tour schedules can be made at 02-3271-6900 or www.hcruise.co.kr (Korean only).

Shots courtesy of each location

NAMPO -DONG LIGHTS, BUSAN
Become enraptured in love at Busan’s
annual Christmas Tree Festival while
strolling the city’s most popular shopping
destination, Nampo-dong. This district,
famous in the fall for hosting one of
the largest international film festivals
in Asia, transforms in December into a
kaleidoscopic maze of effervescent lights
and holiday trinkets. Spark up the romance
by wandering through the 390 meter
long tunnel of Christmas lights, where
you may bump into holiday carolers or an
assortment of performances. Also worth
seeing is the striking 12 m high Christmas
tree in Gwangbok-ro Square. If the cold
gets to you, head to one of Nampo-dong’s
many cozy cafes, sit back and appreciate
the enchantment of the festive season as
you indulge in a delicious Christmas cake
and a cup of hot chocolate.
G E T T I N G T H E R E Reach Nampo-dong
through Exit #2 of Nampo-dong Station
(Busan line 1).

CHEONGGYECHEON STREAM,
SEOUL

BUGAK SK Y WAY OCTAGONAL
PAVILION, SEOUL

Before its restoration in 2005, the
neglected Cheonggyecheon Stream
existed merely as a waste site under a
freeway overpass, clouding the city with
its unbearably dirty smells and colossal
piles of trash. Now however, nestled
half a level underground and sheltered
from the cacophony of the city traffic,
Cheonggyecheon has become Seoul’s
tranquil secret garden. At night this
paradise of brightly lit waterfalls, beautiful
bridges, and marble sculptures becomes a
dreamy haven for couples. Put your mind
at ease by resting on the steps to watch the
gentle stream flow smoothly over the rocks
or be entertained by the saffron-yellow
carp playing in the water. Having set the
mood, leave the stream and head to the
festive Dongdaemun area, where dazzling
Christmas lights and decorations glisten
along the shopping district’s streets.
Gorgeously decked out with the Christmas
spirit in mind, the area truly becomes a
winter wonderland. G E T T I N G T H E R E Start
your walk down Cheonggyecheon near Exit
#5 of Gwanghwamun Station (line 5).

Along with N Seoul Tower, the Bugak
Skyway Octagonal Pavilion has become
a popular site for panoramic views of
Seoul. Since its opening in 1968, the Bugak
Skyway, a 10 km road leading up Bugak
Mountain to a beautifully ornate pavilion
at the top, has been known as one of the
most picturesque driving routes in the city.
Enjoy the winter scenery from the comfort
of your seat as the road twists and turns
through a gorgeous forest of endless trees.
Located at an elevation of 342 m on top
of the mountain, the traditionally-roofed
Palgakjeong Pavilion provides magnificent
views of the city surroundings. Complete
your journey by walking along a beautiful
promenade and resting at an idyllic flower
garden. G E T T I N G T H E R E For navigation,
enter Pyeongchang-dong San 6-17, Jongnogu, Seoul into your GPS.
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